Job Title: Sanitation Technician

Department: Quality Assurance

Location: Waukegan, IL

Reports To: Sanitation Supervisor

FLSA Status: Hourly/Non-Exempt

Date Created / Revised: February 7, 2017

To apply go to: https://eaglefoods.com/

Job Summary: The Sanitation Technician is responsible for planning, directing, and controlling daily and nightly cleaning activities to meet Sanitation Standard Operating Procedures (SSOP) and Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points (HACCP) standards. Under the general supervision of the Sanitation Lead and/or Supervisor, the Sanitation Technician must be able to remain fully attentive of their work surroundings while working at a steady pace. Must be able to multi-task, adapt to various work assignments; and follow all safety and GMP guidelines. The Sanitation Technician will work closely with a sanitation team to perform various cleaning duties to ensure that standard processing equipment comply with Company rules and regulations.

Primary Responsibilities:

• Ensures all sanitation, equipment and facility cleaning, programs and documentation are met per guidelines
• Conducts required pre-op inspections to ensure equipment is clean prior to start of operation
• Establishes and maintains adequate records to track chemical inventory and
• Ensures tasks and duties as outlined in the Master Sanitation schedule are completed efficiently
• Performs routing sanitation equipment maintenance to ensure equipment functions properly
• Ensures MSDS sheets for chemicals used are available for daily work by team
• Assists with the training of all team members in proper and safe use of sanitation equipment, chemicals and procedures
• Responsible to report all food safety issues to an immediate supervisor
• Clean equipment and plant with the use of a high-pressure hose, other cleaning equipment and chemicals
• Attend required meetings and training, including but not limited to: GMP's, HAACP, Safety, and SSOP’s

Minimum Requirements:

High School Diploma or GED required
Proficient with Microsoft Office Suite in addition to knowledge of manufacturing processes and procedures.
Experience with Food Safety Audit expectations and requirements preferred
Sanitation experience in the food industry preferred
Ability to work 3rd shift.
Ability to work overtime as needed

Competencies:

Safety Work Standards Adaptability Initiating Action Applied Learning Tech Skill/Knowledge

Physical Demands:

While performing the duties of this job, the employee must be able to use a keyboard and telephone. Frequent sitting, talking, hearing, and occasional standing, stooping, kneeling, crouching, crawling, lifting 50lbs, ability to adjust vision for close vision work. Occasional exposure to airborne dust, high humidity and extreme heat are possible in the plant.